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The ePoster solution for virtual and in-person events

Step away from the old paper poster model and delight your authors and delegates with Learning 
Toolbox’s fully interactive, multimedia ePosters that work equally well in virtual, hybrid and in-
person events. Our ePoster showcase can now be embedded into a wide range of virtual event 
platforms for a smooth delegate experience.

Learning Toolbox for ePosters

The easy to use drag-and-drop editor allows 

authors to create rich, interactive ePosters to 

present and share their work. Delegates browse 

and interact with the ePosters in a normal 

browser or using our Android and iOS app.

A Learning Toolbox ePoster can contain many 

different multimedia resources such as videos, 

images, audio, apps, presentations, twitter feeds 

and links to interactive online resources.

Rich ePosters at your fingertips

Search and browse onsite and online

Use our online showcase feature to allow delegates to 

browse, search and interact with all the event’s ePosters. 

This showcase can be embedded within your Virtual 

Event Platform or association website. Learning Toolbox 

also provides the showcase as a standalone webpage.

Use our mini-poster feature to give the interactive ePosters a 

physical presence at your in-person event. Simply print the 

mini-posters and display them prominently at the venue. They 

act as an advert for the ePoster and delegates simply scan the 

mini-poster’s QR code with their phone and start exploring. 

Save on expensive screens to display the ePosters onsite.

Present and discuss

The ePosters can be viewed and presented online on any 

device with a web browser or on our native Android and iOS 

apps. This cross-platform flexibility means that they can be 

easily used onsite and online without the need for specialist 

equipment. Conferences have used our ePosters within 

many exciting presentation and discussion formats 

including poster pitching sessions, round table discussions 

and workshops.

used by conference organisers, scientific associations and universities across the world 
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Learning Toolbox for ePosters

Each ePoster has its own chat area, where delegates can post questions 
and discuss the work with the author. This rich discussion becomes part 
of the ePoster itself and can continue beyond the conference.

Each ePoster has its own unique web link and QR code for quick sharing. 
This greatly increases the reach of the authors’ work, encouraging 
engagement and promoting the event. 

Authors can even allow delegates to add content to a shared area of 
their ePoster, collecting links to relevant other research or ideas for 
further development. 

And the conference can allow authors to update their ePoster based on 
discussions at the event, encouraging learning and development.

Richer engagement

What our happy users and customers say

“All conferences should be using this now.”

“I actually really loved this platform.”

“A really unique way to create something in a 
fun and interactive way.”

“Great for networking and presenting!”

“Making the ePoster was a really fun and 
enjoyable creative process”

“Offers so much more than I thought was 
possible! The prospect of being able to get a 
little creative is really exciting!”

“You have done something extraordinary in 
the world. This is a profound shift in how the 
future will engage with research.”

Authors and delegates

“What a great experience! So much 
more than traditional poster sessions.”

“It is really a remarkable system. Easy to 
use, intuitive, powerful and versatile. An 
e-poster development environment 
without equal.”

“Working with their team was easy and 
enjoyable, and the software is amazing.”

“Above and beyond what we had hoped 
for, both for us and our ePoster authors.”

“You can tell it was designed by people 
who understand conferences.”

“Kubify is an exceptional company to 
work with.”

Event organisers

Find out more

Presentation at the Times Higher Education’s 
Digital Universities Week 2021
https://player.vimeo.com/video/546505631

More than an ePoster!
https://player.vimeo.com/video/536924136

Contact us at info@kubify.co or visit our 

website at https://ltb.io/eposters

used by PCOs, scientific associations and universities across the world 
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